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sound reinforcement applications. 



Model 4320 Studio Monitor 


Low Frequency Loudspeaker 

Bass reproduction is accomplished by a massive 15-inch 

loudspeaker having a 4-inch edgewound copper ribbon voice 

coil operating in a magnetic field of 11,000 gauss. Total 

magnetic flux in the voice coil gap is 450,000 Maxwells. The 

sophisticated magnetic circuit and voice coil configuration 

produce an extremely high coupling coefficient: 10 Watts of 

direct current across the voice coil produce approximately 

5.5 pounds of force acting on the cone. The cone itself is 

terminated by a special surround developed by JBL. 

This exclusive material allows cone excursions greater than 

one-half inch, increasing bass response and providing a 

non-reflective acoustic termination for sound waves traveling 

through the cone. The magnetic circuit weights 19.5 pounds, 

free-air cone resonance is 25 Hz and the BI factor is 

2.2 x 107 dynes per abampere. 

High Frequency Compression Driver 

Above the crossover frequency of 800 Hz, a high frequency 

compression driver operates smoothly through a range greater 

than four octaves. The diaphragm, pneumatically drawn to 

shape from 0.002-inch dural alloy, is driven by an edgewound 

aluminum ribbon voice coil having a diameter of 1.75 inches, 

operating in a field of 19,000 gauss. A pure silver impedance

controlling ring counteracts voice coil inductance at high 

frequencies, resulting in greatly improved efficiency in this 

region . Energy from the diaphragm is directed through the 

concentric channels of a mathematically determined phasing 

plug, assuring that the wavefront arrives at the horn throat 

in the proper phase relationship . 

Horn/Lens Assembly 

The compression driver is coupled to a heavy cast aluminum 

exponential horn and slant-plate acoustic lens. The lens is 

designed according to advanced sound wave propagation theory 

and acts exactly as a divergent optical lens. Basic parameters 

of the device were derived using the formula for hyperbolic 

cylindricat lenses. It employs 11 plates set at an angle of 38°, 

spaced 0.25 inches center-to-center . The precisely calculated 

hyperbolic curvature of the projecting surface spreads 

sound evenly through a 120° lateral angle, restricting dis

persion to approximately 40° in the vertical plane. 

Loudspea ke r system compon nls of the 4320 Studio Moni tor. 

This unretouched photo shows the actual acoust ic output o f the loW 
frequency uni t when driven by 75 Watts of continuous sine wave 
power at frequency of 30 Hz. A calibrated labo rato ry microphone 
was used to p ick up the sound from the loudspeaker system . The 
signal from ltle microphone Nas connected d irectl y to n osc illoscope 
an the trace photographed. 

Naturall y, sus tained performance at this ear·spll tting intenSity 
wou ld never be required du ri ng normal use. A 75·Walt sine wave 
test s ignal represents a fa r more di ffi c ult job for the loudspeaker thall 
Its rated power capac ity o f 120 Walts program material. Yet it can be _ 
seen that the acoustic output Is an almost parfect sine wave. More- ,., 
over, the rugged dgewound copper ribbon voice coi l nd SOpl1isti
cated suspension enable the low frequency loudspeaker to operate 
indef in itely without fa ilure, even at highest power leve ls. 



Frequency Dividing Network 

Imperceptible transition between low and high frequency 

transducers is achieved by a dividing network having a circuit 

determined by computer and refined through extended acoustic 

tests with the loudspeaker system components. The network 

includes special reactive components to compensate for the 

complex impedance characteristics of the transducers 

and to maintain the desired 12 dB per octave slope in terms of 

actual acoustic output. A 3-position control allows the intensity 

of the high frequency driver to be balanced to the acoustic 

properties of the listening environment. The attenuation 

circuit uses a tapped autotransformer rather than resistive 

pads so that coupling between amplifier and the high frequency 

transducer is not adversely affected by the setting of the control. 

Enclosure 

e 

As in all JBL loudspeaker systems, the transducers , frequen~y 

d ividing network and enclosure are designed and tested to 

function as a single integrated system. The acoustical 

enclosure of the 4320 Studio Monitor is made of 3f4 -inch 

paneling for maximum rigidity with minimum weight. All jOints 

are lock-mitered and wood-welded, interior surfaces are 

. 	 heavily braced and padded to prevent panel resonance and 


reflections. For maximum structural integrity, there are no 


removable panels; loudspeaker components mount directly 


from the front of the baffle board. A pair of ducted ports 


provide acoustic loading and increased efficiency in the 


30-50 Hz. region. 


Test Parameters 

The accompanying graphs and specifications were compiled 

from measurements made under standard laboratory test 

conditions. The loudspeaker system was mounted flush in the 

center of a large flat baffle in an anechoic environment. 

A calibrated condenser microphone was suspended at a known 

distance from the sound source, sufficiently far to be 

safely out of the near field . All associated electronic equipment 

was checked and calibrated before tests were run. 

Respon se contou r of system. Measured on-axis response of typica l 
production 4320, inc luding all peaks and d ips, does not deviate more 
than 2 dB from the abo ve curve. 

Po lar response of 4320 in the horizontal plane. The above curves 
were traced by an automatic recorder w ith th h igh frequency assem
b ly loca ted in a free-rleld environment. Power fed to the high frequency 
d rive r was djusted to g ive the same 0 dB reference in all cases. 

Note that even without help from the adjacent refl ec t ing surfaces, 
whic h are present when the assembly Is installed in a cabinet, the 
dlstri ution pa ttern is ext remely smooth ove r a wide horizontal angle. 
There are no prominent lobes, and all three curves fo llow each other 
closely even though they cover a frequency range of almost 4 oc taves. 

In free space a l istene r sitting 45 ° off ax is woul d hea r almost 
exaclly the same overa ll response as someone direct ly on axis. The 
re fl ected sound present in any normal li stening environment effec 
ti ve ly masks even these minor differences, so that cove rage is uni form 
through a latera l angle o f approximately 120°, 



Architectural Specifications 

The loudspeaker system shall consist of a 15" low 
frequency loudspeaker, horn-loaded high frequency 
compress ion driver, and frequency dividing network 
installed in a tube-ported enclosure. Loudspeake rs, 
network and enclosure are to be manufactured 
and assembled by a single manufacturer. Compone'nts 
shall be removable from the front of the enclosure. 

The low frequency loudspeaker shall have a 4-inch 
edgewound copper ribbon voice coil operating in a 
magnetic field of at least 11,000 gauss, with 450,000 
Maxwells total flux. The magnetic assembly shall weigh 
at least 19 pounds. 

The frequency dividing network shall have a 
crossover frequency of 800 Hz and shall be of the 
parallel L-C type, with additional components to 
compensate for the complex impedance characteristics 
of the transducers. High frequency attenuation shall 
be accomplished with a tapped autotransformer. 

High frequencies shall be reproduced by a 
horn-loaded compression driver with a dural diaphragm 
and 13/4" edgewound aluminum ribbon voice coil 
operating in a magnetic field of at least 19,000 gauss. 
A pure silver impedance-controlling ring shall be 
included to increase efficiency at high frequencies. 
The horn shall be made of heavy cast aluminum and 
shall be coupled to a slant-plate acoustic lens which 
distributes sound evenly through a horizontal angle 
of 120° and a vertical angle of 40°. 

With the high frequency attenuation control set for 
flattest response , the on-axis frequency response of the 
complete system shall be ± 3 dB from 40 to 15,000 Hz. 
Power input shall be no less than 120 Watts program 
material and 60 Watts continuous sine wave. The 
EIA sensitivity of the system (30 feet on-axis with one 
milliwatt input) shall be approximately 46 dB. These 
specifications include the effects of the dividing network 
and any interacti.on between transducers. Performance 
claims which are extrapolated from characteristics 
of individual loudspeakers are not acceptable. 

The enclosure shall be solidly constructed of 3/4 -inch 
stock with all joints tightly fitted and glued. Overall 
dimensions shall be no greater than 31 inches high 
by 24 inches wide by 21 inches deep. Finish shall be 
oiled walnut or textured gray with charcoal fabric grille. 

The system shall be JBL Model 4320. 

Professional Equipment Division 

Note: Unlike many "theater type" loudspeaker systems that 
exhibit sensitivity peaks in the midrang e, the JBL Studio Monitor 
provides substantially the same sensitivity through the full range 
of aud ible frequencies . Measured sensitivity below 500 Hz or 
above 2000 Hz may be considerably greater than that of 
other systems wi th higher EIA sensitivity ratings . 

Specifications 

Power Input 

Crossover Frequency: 

Nominal Impedance: 

Minimum Impedance: 

High Frequency 
Dispersion : 

Frequency Response : 

EIA Sensitivity : 

60 Watts sine wave, 
120 Watts program 

800 Hz 

16 ohms 

12.5 ohms at 175 Hz 

120° horizontal, 40° vertical 

40-15,000 Hz ±3 dB 

46 dB 

Finish : 


Dimensions : 


Net Weight: 


Shipping Weight: 


Oiled walnut or textured gray with 
charcoal fabric grille 

30:V4" x 23:V4" x 20%" deep 
78 x 60 x 51 cm deep 

97 Ibs 
44 kg 

115 Ibs 
52 kg 

Model 4325 Studio Monitor 

The 4325 is housed in the same enclosure as the 4320 

and is offered in the same finishes . The 4325 utilizes a low 

frequency loudspeaker that provides a slight emphasis 

in the midrange region and a dividing network having a 

1200 Hz crossover frequency. 
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